Professor Hemraj 1 has given a proof of a part of a theorem of Gauss without using the theory of quadratic residues. Proceeding on similar lines, I have obtained a complete proof which is rather simpler and certainly more concise.
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In what follows G (n, r) denotes 2 the sum of the products of the first n natural numbers taken r at a time; {n, m} denotes as usual the greatest common factor of the two non-zero positive integers n and m; p stands for an odd prime unless stated otherwise; and a, b, m, n, i, j , k, ix, r, etc., stand for positive integers or zero.
I write a < .n when {a, n} = 1 and a < n; and denote by II (a < . n) the product of all a's less than n and prime to it.
If n = 0 (mod p»), but =| = 0 (mod p» +1 ), p^2, then I say that n is /x-potent in p, or that the p-potency of n is /n. We have /u, = 0 when n ^ 0 (mody).
In Suppose that II (a < . 2") = 1 (mod 2") when 3 ^ /x ^ i -1. Then
Hence by induction for fj. ^ 3, II (a < . 2") = 1 (mod 2").
(ii) Now consider the case when m = 2"*, /A ^ 1. Let a be any number < . p, and let p = p*~x - 
